Transams for sale

Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search
Tools. Set an Alert? Private Seller. Dealership Showcased. You are viewing a Pontiac Trans Am
Convertible. This is the rare and desirable Beautiful WS6 example Purchased new. Collectors
Edition Trans Am. Convertible, 6 speed, CD changer in trunk. Always Gar Refine Search? Also
be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior
and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This
third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service
records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample
finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided
by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width
Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter,
miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced
in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the
seller's name. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k
actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth
soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided
in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment
includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension
with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the
model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani
Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get
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business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Please
call us at See for yourself! Awesome classic! Striking classic! Dazzling classic! Built for the
road, our classic! Sensational classic! Find out why collectors and enthusiasts around the
world visit Gateway Classic Cars. We can help you get you behind the wheel of the car of your
dreams - dreamsdriven. Our cars range from spectacular vintage rides from the dawn of the
automobile industry to the pure, unbridled power of American made muscle cars. Every one of
our cars has a story and now is the perfect time to write your own chapter. Please enjoy viewing
our cars below and let us know we can help you. O'Fallon, IL. Pontiac Trans Am For Sale.
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original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was
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Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange
pearl coat and accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features
include Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are
found at all four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts,
a battery tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is
offered with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. This
Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is
powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale
leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
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respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of
the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. This car has been
garaged for years and only has 25, original miles on it. Pontiac made a With the model year
came lots of bad news in emissions regulation, safety standards and gas prices, but to true the
Pontiac aficionado these problems were all All original numbers matching, V8, 4 BBL, 4 speed,
3. Hello and thank you for looking. Very collectible. PHS docs and on SD registry. Has had the
same owner since He has This car is exceptional in every respect. Full restoration Very clean
interior, power door locks, power windows, tilt steering. Manual transmission! Original build
sheet and other paperwork. Frame off restoration. Its a 77 trans am with a 79 nose build chevy
motor with dart manifold domonator carb headers big port heads headers lots of chrome
custom interior 10 point roll cage May be worth a complete restoration or for parts. Would love
to fix myself, but unfortunately beyond The odometer reads 86k but don't let It is finished in
original paint, Mayan Red, original black velour custom interior, Log In Register. Place an Ad.
Manage Ads. Contact Us. Make Model Advanced Search. Trans Ams for Sale. Ads 1 to 20 of 65
Trans Am from -Pontiac. Stk Pontiac Trans AmHere is your chance to own a piece of history.
The Pontiac Trans Am has grown into a very popular vehicle following several appearances in
popular films. These cars have not gained recognition among celebrities but are desired by
many collectors and individuals who enjoy cars with a vintage look. Even though the Pontiac
Trans Am line of vehicles are no longer in production, many people are still looking to get their
hands on these cars. When looking at historical facts, many people would search for the
Smokey and the Bandit Trans Am for sale as this model was one that sparked significant
interest in the vehicle. The Trans Am held a close relation to another previous model from the
Pontiac brand. In fact, many people associated the two with each other, as there were very few
differences. In reality, however, the Trans Am was made as a specialty model of previous
Pontiac vehicles. The Trans Am made its debut in It was developed to provide the same features
as the other model, but with better performance and speed. Production of the Pontiac Trans Am
halted in Since that time, no new models have been produced. There are some speculations that
a new model is about to hit the market, but further confirmation is still needed. With this in
mind, finding a new Trans Am would not be possible at the moment â€” except if one is able to
find a seller with an unused model. Buying a Pontiac Trans Am: While it may be hard to find a
brand-new model of the Pontiac Trans Am, getting your hands on a second-hand model will
prove much easier. The first thing to consider is the Pontiac Trans Am price. Due to the
popularity and vintage look, along with the fact that these vehicles are no longer produced, the
cost of a second-hand model will still reach high prices in most cases. There are also different
models out there. The Trans Am Bandit Edition, for example, would generally be sold at a higher
price compared to a standard model. The same applies to an option like the Bert Reynolds
Trans Am. A Trans Am restomod system provides enhanced performance for those who are
looking to get top speeds but also adds an additional increase to the expected costs. Buying a
Pontiac Trans Am involves a careful process of finding a seller and considering the overall
status of the car. The manufacturing of the vehicles was halted by General Motors in , but there
are still many models available to buy from private sellers, as well as dealers. Same owner for
last 40 years. Features Original HO engine with automatic transmission. Cameo White exterior
with blue stripe. Interior is Black Interstate Motorsport Philadelphia, PA. This vehicle is being
sold at the Glendale as Lot No. Mecum Auctions Chicago, IL. Its all-original and a fresh service
No listings found! Widen search by de-selecting one or more search filter items. Register an
account to save your searches for more than 30 days. A Trans Am restomod system provides
enhanced performance for those who are looking to get top speeds but also adds an additional
increase to the expected costs Buying a Pontiac Trans Am involves a careful process of finding
a seller and considering the overall status of the car. Interstate Motorsport Philadelphia, PA
Owner Mecum Auctions Chicago, IL X Success Your e-mail has been sent. You will be sent a
copy of this email to the email address you provided. Make Pontiac show more show less.
Model Trans Am show more show less. All Used Trans Am Bonneville 4. Chieftain 1. Custom 1.
Fiero 3. Firebird Firehawk 1. Grand Prix 2. Grand Safari 1. GTO Lemans 3. Solstice 3. Star Chief
1. Black 3. Other 1. Red 1. Silver 1. White 5. Yellow 1. Dealer Private 1. Saved Searches. ZIP
Code. Trans Am in Chicago. Trans Am in Philadelphia. Trans Am in Greensboro. Trans Am in
Seattle. Trans Am in Scottsdale. Refine your search. Automatic 24 Manual 1. Gasoline Sport
Cars 7. T Top 29 Hardtop 2 Racing Stripe 2. Popular Similar Cars. Trans Am. Refine search. Also
new this year, fuel filter, oil pressure switch, and remote alarm. Interior is virtually excellent and
original except new Alpine CD radio. The only part that has been refinished is the front bumper
cover because of a small scrape. Trans Am GT. New wheels and tires. Magnaflow exhaust. No
body work has been done, it is rust free. The interior and exterior are in wonderful shape.

Google Ads. Comoptions:description:webe autos specializes in marketing and advertising
muscle, classic, vintage and specialty cars. We offer professional photography, hd movies, and
staging that sells cars. Long island, ny michael webeautos. Com Has a lot of power. Has a. Has
k miles and is in good condition. Has t-tops, new american racing wheels and tires. Nice original
car. Comes with stock wheels. Interior in nice shape. Drive itenjoy itwill do nothing but go up in
value. With only a very few exceptions, not sincethe late 60's and early 70's, had select models
of these cars seenfactory horse power ratings of anything more than Vehicle history,
equipmentand condition: central florida car most of her life to date, garage kept, drivenonly on
weekends and to the occasional car show, compliments always! Factory amp is still init's
proper location, and could be reconnected, if anyone ever wanted toinstall a factory original
replacement stereo. These came factory with a tenspeaker custom system and all ten speakers
are working properly. As the photosshould show, interior is extremely close to showroom new
condition as well asthe exterior and paint. Molding around the t's and windows also more
specific to the interior, i recently had the replaced for the headliner, which is the factory
originalcolor. Headliner itself was in great condition. I have all maintenance recordsas well as
the special owners manual that came with th. CD Player. Cruise control and steering wheel radio
controls were disconnected by previous owner. This is a T-top car. Has new tires. This is a t-top
car. Has new tires and american racing wheels. Has magnaflow exhaust. Has new battery and
brakes. This car has a lot of power and it handles very well. Car has a very nice interior and
original paint. Though this is being sold as a dealer, this was my personal car for a long time. I
bought it at age 17, roughly , and drove it for about 3 years, to later sell it to a private
investigator. I used the funds to start my business and as my business grew i began missing
the looks i got, the power i knew, and the 27mpg 6th gear, double overdrive. I looked for another
trans am and found the exact same one. I bought this car twice. This time i registered it in the
company name. It have been in my company inventory for around 8 years. I have fond memories
of this car, and it is time for someone else to form some.. The car is not in excellent condition as
can be seen by the condition report at the base of this ad. I will reply promptly. Vehicle is sold
by a licensed auto dealer in the state of oregon. Da ajg auto sales, llc. This vehicle is not the
official 25th anniversary or the pace car edition, but is the 25th year manufactured. This is a no
reserve auction. Notes: i add about 1 cup coolant everytime i drive it. Car does not have an
existing catalytic converter. This car is a V-8 with automatic transmission, leather seats and
T-tops Leather Seats. The car comes with power steering, AC, power brakes, power windows,
anti theft system with nice white aluminum wheels wrapped in radial tires. Webe autos
specializes in marketing and advertising muscle, classic, vintage and specialty cars. Exterior is
white with the blue Trans Am stripe and rear spoiler. All exterior components are in excellent
condition. Wheels are inch color keyed wheels. There is no wear and tear on this car as it has
always been garaged and has barely over 40, original miles PLUS a clean car fax report! Interior
is white and charcoal gray leather and it still looks to be in showroom condition. The headliner
is cloth and is in new condition. Engine is the LT1 5. Another feature is the factory electronic
performance switch. This Trans Am runs and drives with excellent performance, no leaks. It
resides with a private owner in Florida. Equipped with the legendary CID V8 engine and backed
by a 4 speed automatic transmission and a 10 bolt rear end with 3. Like new radial tires and
factory correct aluminum white alloy wheels. Numbers matching engine and trans. The 25th
Anniversary edition consists of a white paint scheme with blue stripe and 25th anniversary
badging and emblems. Production was limited to 2, units, comprising of hardtop T-top cars, as
well as convertible versions, with standard auto shift or optional six-speed manual transmission
not available on convertibles. This example with only 32, miles is all original and has been
lovingly owned by three previous owners. A low mile limited number car that will only continue
to climb in price. PHS documentation, front bra, xtreme car cover, and more items. All with auto
transmission and LT1. No disappointments, buy it now and put it away b4 they go up, better
investment than the stock market. Calls only please. No Reserve! This winter we replaced the
plugs, rear main seal and oil pan gasket. Pontiac trans am 25th anniversary. This is a great very
original low mileage example of a Pontiac Trans Am 25th Anniversary Edition. A lot of power.
The car sounds awesome with the magnaflow exhaust. Calls work the best. Looking to see if the
current owner would be interested in these very important items directly related to this car.. I
have some items I researched by VIN and found to be part of this particular car's ownership
memorabilia. Owners kit, Portfolio, color coded original keys with keyless entry remote control,
and more. Lt1 5. Car has new American racing wheels and tires. Comes with original wheels
with tires. Car has T-tops. Has k miles. Has the 5. New Wheels and tires. Has Magnaflow. Has
T-top storage in the rear.. This is a clean, powerful sports car. Has Magnaflow exhaust. Has the
LT- 1 5. Nice clean car. Has new American racing wheels with new tires. Best way to contact is
to call. Sounds great Has new battery. Can store until spring. The paint is still shiny and new

looking but does have a few dings and scratches Everything works as it should with exception
of the steering wheel stereo controls. It is all original with very low mileage - less than actual
miles. This is a V-8 with T-tops and leather seats. The seats and carpet are still covered in
plastic. All sales final - no refunds or returns.. Owner wants to downsize his collection Leather
Seats. Floor mats still in plastic, boot still in case, Window Invoice, special owners kit and more.
Selling out of my collection More pix at my personal site: jarlinz. One of only convertibles made
out of anniversary cars. Not a mark or scratch on the car. Pontiac TransAm
Comoptions:description pontiac trans am, trans-am. Look at the styling on this car. Almost a
bat-mobile look. After market pioneer head unit, bose eight speaker sound system, tee tops,
corvette six speed high performance transmission, corvette chrome wheels, dunlop high
performance tires. Extra parts, stock exhaust system, original head unit, steering column, tail
light. Chrome Wheels. White Pontiac trans am Rear wheel Drive. Rear bumper has scuff and
drivers seat needs leather repair.. Air Conditioning. Front sway bars and links replaced Rear
sway bars and links replaced New Headers added The catalytic converters were added at , miles
since the previous owner did not tell us he had gutted them. The color scheme and striping
mirrors the very first TA. This pontiac trans am is a desirable collector car. It is the 25th
anniversary edition pontiac trans am, 1 of only models built with a combination of t tops,
automatic transmission, and cd player. There is no wear and tear on this car as it has always
been garaged and has barely over 40, original miles plus a clean car fax report! This trans am
runs and drives with excellent performance, no leaks. It resides with a private owner in florida.
Equipped with the legendary cid v8 engine and backed by a 4 speed automatic transmission
and a 10 bolt rear end with 3. The 25th anniversary edition consists of a white paint scheme with
blue stripe and 25th anniversary badging and emblems. Production was limited to 2, units,
comprising of hardtop t-top cars, as well as convertible versions, with standard auto shift or
optional six-speed manual transmission not available on convertibles. Powering the iconic bird
would be the newest version of gm's corporate small-block v-8, which was designated lt1. Site
map Contact Us Privacy Policy. Refine your search. Manual 88 Automatic Coupe Gasoline T Top
43 Hardtop 3 Racing Stripe 1. Popular Similar Cars. Trans Am. Refine search. General
termsnotice to bidders: all of the vehicles we list on ebay are for sale locally. We reserve the
right to end an auction early. All cars are immediately ready for delivery upon sale. Prices
subject to change without notice and do not include title, license, registration fees, state or local
taxes or processing fees, if any. Although every effort is made to present accurate and reliable
information, use of this information is voluntary, and should only be deemed reliable after an
independent review of its accuracy, completeness, and timeliness. It is the sole responsibility of
the customer to verify the existence of options, accessories and the vehicle condition before
time of sale. Any and all differences must be addressed prior to time of sale. No expressed or
implied warranties, including the availability or condition of the equipment listed is made. Epa
mileage estimates for comparison purposes only. Vehicle is listed locally, we reserve the right
to end the auction at any time. It is 1 of 1, Silver anniversary Trans Am with the Pontiac andthe 4
speed manual transmission. All numbers matching engine and transmission. Google Ads.
Exterior:The car has a great look and the iconic black with gold decals and accents that made
these cars famous. All of the glass is good and the power windows roll up and down nicely.
Originally a turbo pace car that now has a Pontiac engine and shaker hood. Runs and drives
good. Cruise Control. Under the hood is the original Pontiac big block, 6. Olds 6. Body kit parts
are not on car currently but I have all the parts Power Locks. It is the customer's sole
responsibility to verify the existence and condition of any equipment listed. Neither the
dealership nor AutoRevo is responsible for misprints on prices or equipment. It is the
customer's sole responsibility to verify the accuracy of the prices with the dealer. Pricing
subject to change without notice. I have installed Detroit Speed and Engineering rear springs
and front sway bar. The rear end is the orig 10 bolt with posi. It was onlyavailable with the 4
speed trans and this is the only one I have ever seen with white interior Air Conditioning.
Vehicle runs, drives and looks great!! Has all options available that year including monsoon
radio, power seat, t-tops and automatic transmission! Ls1 v8 pulls strong and transmission
shifts nice and solid as it should! Suspension is tight and solid also, does have brand new
shocks and brakes! The car is all stock except for the new slp exhaust, a nice deep rumble
without being too loud! The exterior has normal road paint chips that have been touched up,
other then that no damage or rust or anything!! The interior is in very good shape has no rips or
tears, and everything works like it should!! Does have ice cold air! This car is in all around nice
shape for the year but does need a little tlc. Car has a nice smooth ride but does need a wheel
alignment and possibly brakes,has a umi performance sway bar and brand new shocks that will
come with the car. Paint is in pretty good condition beside a little clear peeling on the hood.
This car has just over 93k original miles on it. This is a 4th vehicle in my collection. Time to let

some go. Brand new tansmission installed by pontiac dealership. Freon has to be added about
every 12 to 18 months over the past 10 years. Very well kept and clean. Air Conditioning. The
frame rails, front subframe and trunk pan are nice, solid and original to the car. Exterior: The car
has a great look and the iconic black with gold decals and accents that made these cars
famous. It does have an engine and transmission, which I believe is a Olds. The passenger side
rear quart. The body has rust in the typical areas for these cars; bottoms of the doors and
fenders, floorboards, etc Air Conditioning. The power train is all numbers matching ci with a TH
automatic transmission and 3. Painted to its original Goldenrod Yellow that is high in quality Air
Conditioning. Comoptions:description:very rare carousel red pontiac trans am. This car is an
original numbers matching beauty with one repaint several years ago. This car was well
optioned with the engine and automatic transmission. This car is complete turnkey right down
to the factory jack and original space saver spare tire and inflation can. Although this car has
not been restored it has been extremely well maintained and detailed all its life. The engine was
rebuilt and runs perfectly. The transmission has a 2nd stage shift kit and shifts perfectly and it
drives, steers and handles great.. Brakes are like new and everything works on the car, even the
rear window defroster! This car comes with a lot of documentation including all owner history
from new. Comoptions:description trans am w72 l78 4spd heritage brown phs documented,
build sheet, completely restored a couple of years ago. Perfectly clean, the vehicle has been
groomed down to the tire treads. Painted and chromed surfaces are mirror-like. Dust and dirt
are banned, and materials used are correct and superbly fitted. Has big block buick power
now!!! Why, because it came with a weeeser 4. This car looks and runs great. Body is really
nice, undercarriage is fantastic too. This is a very clean car, not rusty. I was stunned by the
incredible condition of underbody sheet metal. Looks like it been in storage most of its life.
Nearly all metal seems are super clean. Its a great investment car. Comoptions:description trans
am se y81 w72 4 speed all numbers matching. Ultra rare only made in this configuration.. Frame
of oe show quality paint, show quality restoration with upgrades. This pontiac trans a m se
y81w72 4 speed is a genuine bandit one owner original mile surviver.. Every original part was on
the car.. Heavy duty swaybars, year one 17x9 snowflakes and ram air dual exhaust giving it a
upgraded ws6 suspension package without compromising the oe restoration.
Comoptions:description:i have a built turbo trans am for sale. The car has been heavily
modified and all the work has been done at a professional shop,street performance in elk grove
village il. Who specialized in these cars and grand nationals and few others. I have full lists of
the modifications, parts, labor, and costs put into the car from the shop. This car has always
been garage stored, never seen any rain or snow and kept in great condition and cared for. I had
purchased the car in and have owned it for the last 23 years but now the time has come to find
this great car a new home. Comoptions:description:this car was a rust free california car
originally before i got it and had only had 2 owners prior. When i bought the car i had it
completely stripped down to a shell and had it fully restored. Absolutely everything in the
engine bay was rebuilt, refurbished, or replaced, every bracket, bolt, etc. The engine was fully
rebuilt and runs like new. All of the factory california smog emissions components were even
gone through and restored and is all functioning. The transmission was rebuild prior to me
owning it and shifts very smooth. All fluids are all bramnd new. Comoptions:description trans
am with numbers matching w72 4 speed. Super nice car with great paint finish and very clean
interior. This is an un-restored survivor with one high quality repaint. Equipped with t-tops
which is very unusual for a non-se car in , w72 performance package, 4 speed, deluxe interior,
air conditioning, 3. This is a rare and very nicely optioned trans am. Body- this factory starlight
black car has all of its original panels and the body is laser straight and shiny. This car still has
its original floor and trunk pans, with absolutely no rust anywhere. There has been no patch
panels or rust repair work done ever. This is the cleanest trans am body ive ever seen. Its very
hard to find trans am bodies this nice, especially t-tops cars. Interior- the interior is completely
original to the car and still shows nicely for being nearly 40 years old. This car came with deluxe
interior in firethorn red lombardy cloth. The seats are in excellent condition and door panels
look great too. The dash pad has no cracks, it and the bezel both look like new. However there
is some discoloration of plastic pieces and seat material due to time and sun. The carpet looks
good with no damage. Gauges, lights and signals all work properly except the clock and radio.
Steering wheel is in excellent condition with no signs of wear and the ashtray looks to have
never been used. Driveline- the original wa suffix w72 engine has the partial vin number
stamped on the front of the block and has never been rebuilt or removed from the car. And has
never been modded or altered. All factory vacuum lines are intact and even the carbs high
speed idle still works when motor is cold. This engine still purrs like new. The car also has the
original catalytic converter, muffler and original splitter exhaust tips. Trunk and accessoriesthe trunk is solid and rust free with factory trunk splatter paint still showing like new. Factory

jack, spare tire and inflator can are still intact and the original hurst hatch t-top bag is in
excellent condition too. Factory snowflake wheels are included and are in very nice original
condition with nice center caps. Original factory engine, transmission, differential, and wheels
NOT the optional snow flake wheels. Brown repainted using original car color with slight gold
flake added to make it pop a bit in the sun. Comoptions:description:offered is 79 trans am with
chevy crate engine ls6 big block engine with turbo transmission and dana 60 3. The engine was
balanced and blue printed and produces around horse power. The paint is house of kolors
brandy wine over gold. The dual 2. The wheels are weld wheels 8 x 15 front and 10 x 15 rear. The
car is build for both straight line and corning performance, with full but accessible roll cage.
The engine compartment has lots of chrome and ss lines. I am the second owner of the vehicle
which was purchased in There are two minor nicks in the paint that can be repaired by paint
matching. Comoptions:description:this is a very solid, well built and reliable car. The car does
not have any mechanical issues the below described features were done in professional shops
and high quality parts were used for the build. Engine: bored over to make a And is estimated to
put out over hp and torque. It has all forged internals, brand new fitech fuel injection and efi fuel
pump with
u tube truck
12v audio amplifier circuit
2007 corolla fuel filter
braided hoses, msd ignition, edelbrock torker 2 intake port match to the heads, the heads are
ported and polished aluminum eelbrock performer, hooker headers wrapped with titanium
header wrap to keep the engine bay cool, 3 inch exhaust and dynomax mufflers make it purr on
low rpm and scream in the higher rpms. The car sounds incredible! Comoptions:description
pontiac trans am 4. Super clean car inside and out. T-tops, leather seats. This car has just over
9, miles on new crate motor and transmission was replaced 1, miles ago. Comes with long tube
headers, moroso cai, new plugs, replaced maf, staggered corvette wheels with good tread. Paint
is decent with some fade on the nose and rear. The right bottom trim is cracked at the very back
and the hatch has a small crack where someone tried to close it with something laying in the
way. Car is smog delete and has a lt4 hotcam tune on it. It runs very strong and still gets mpg
on the highway. Leather Seats. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

